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Requires Observers & Referees to accept 

certain assumptions & goals: 

 Learning vs Application 

 Maintenance vs Improvement 

 Debate vs Take-away 

 Credibility vs Excellence 

 Win-Wins 





Improvement works 
towards a specific goal, 
breaking new ground, 
experiencing greater 

levels of understanding. 

We`re inspired!  



Maintenance is keeping 
our chops up. Danger is 
this can get routine. 



Take-away provides a main 
point that is clear, precise 
and offers a lesson to be 
learned. Debate seeks a 
winner, typically in an 

argument. 



 “There are many people, particularly in sports, who think 
that success and excellence are the same thing. They are not 
the same thing. Excellence is something that is lasting and 
dependable and largely within a person’s control. In 
contrast, success is perishable and is often outside our 
control. If you strive for excellence, you will probably be 
successful eventually. People who put excellence in the first 
place have the patience to end up with success. An 
additional burden for the victim of the success mentality is 
that he is threatened by the success of others and he resents 
real excellence. In contrast, the person that is fascinated by 
quality is excited when he sees it in others.” - Joe Paterno 

 



 Excellence is all about the process; while 
winning is all about the outcome. 

 Excellence promotes a growth mindset while a 
focus on winning promotes the destructive, 
outcome oriented fixed mindset that fears 
failure and dismisses effort as meaningless. 

 Excellence allows room for failure and 
learning, while an obsession with winning 
does not.  

 Excellence inevitably leads to success, while 
outcome-focused achievement rarely yields 
excellence. 

 Pursuit of Excellence asks, ‘Did we have 
another option?’ ‘Did it fit’? 



 Win-Win isn't about being nice, nor is it a quick-fix technique. It 
is a character-based code for human interaction and 
collaboration.  

 It is a balancing act between courage and consideration.  

 We both get to eat the pie, and it tastes pretty darn good!  

 3 vital character traits - Integrity: sticking with your true values, 
and commitments 

 - Maturity: expressing your ideas with courage and 
 consideration for the ideas and feelings of others 

 - Abundance Mentality: believing there is plenty for everyone 

 



 True Friendship? / Teamwork? 

 Integrity? Or End Justifies Means? 

 What Do You Offer That Is Special? 

 That Adds Value Outside of Constant Effort? 

 What Promises Do You Make That You Can Keep? 

 Are You A Secret Waiting To Be Discovered? Or 

Withering & Depleting? 

 What Are You Prepared To Risk? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



...And The Rules Become Less Complicated 

…Mechanics Become More Fluid 

…Mind Is Less Cluttered 

…The Play Slows Down 

…Coaches / Partners Become More Cooperative 

…Failures & Mistakes Become Lessons Learned 

…Improvements Become Noticeable 

…’Little Things’ Build So That You Are READY For ‘Big Things’ 

…Confidence Goes Before You As You Step Onto Court 

…The Tough Call Becomes Obvious To Make 

…Effort, Practice, Study, Execution Fit With Your Routine 

The ‘How's’ Become Simplified  

 

 
 

 

 

 



 Easy routine games anyone can referee ;)  

 But a missed travel, overlooked rebound foul, missed 
contact on a shooter’s elbow, point guard smothered. 

 Followed by ticky-tack ‘and one’ at other end + travel 
now called on opposite team. 

 And suddenly a few ‘Little Things’ lead to a game 
that’s on the edge. 

 And 2 or 3 referees are faced with a ‘Big Thing’!  

 



 Decision Making 

 Game Awareness 

 Presence 

 Teamwork 

 Character 

 
 



 makes correct calls from  good positions 

 reads situations & anticipates the ‘next play’ 

 rarely gets surprised; has a feel for the game 

 understands flow & tempo as well as timely calls in 
context 

 applies decisions consistently within a game & from 
game to game 

 



 prepared & ready to maintain the integrity of the 
game 

 knows a little history about the 2 opponents 

 senses before seeing a shift in intensity 

 has the ability to shift gears, lay back or step up 

 recognizes key time threshholds 

 is prepared for atypical situations 

 Is willing to address behavior & conflict  



 establishes their authority with ease & composure 

 takes care of everything within their control in a 
professional manner 

 is mentally fit & thus moves credibly & with purpose 

 hustles & remains alert from tip to final buzzer 

 uses basketball verbage & communicates efficiently 

 ability to distinguish emotion & frustration from attempts 
to influence or intimidate 

 has developed & refined clear, concise signals & 
mechanics according to existing standard 

 

 



 
 can handle information & deliver it for the benefit of all 
 able to develop synergy that overcomes position & creates trust 
 ability to get over themselves & be part of a forward-driven 

community 
 knows they are a piece of the puzzle 
 communicates with all parties in a timely manner 
 is participatory & willing to engage in sometimes difficult 

dialogue 
 looks for the solution to problems & concerns 
 is a true friend when needed 

 



 Most folks figure a true friend is someone who 
accepts them as they are. But that is dangerous 
garbage to believe. The kid who works the drive-
through at your local fast food restaurant accepts 
you for who you are … because he cares very little 
about you. 

 But a TRUE friend holds you to a higher standard. A 
true friend brings out the best in you. A BEST friend 
will tell you the truth … and a WISE BEST friend 
will include a healthy dose of perspective.” 

 



 demonstrates strength of conviction & commitment that supports 
our referee culture 

 is comfortable with themselves, realizes they don’t have all the 
answers 

 understands they are accountable & leave excuses & blame behind 

 welcomes criticism, can give & take a dig with humility 

 has courage & is willing to put themselves on the line 

 knows that effort & persistence, not entitlement gets respect 

 not afraid of someone who can do the job better than them 
right now 

 is there as a witness to someone else`s life & contributions 

 





 A ‘Divided Mind’ Leads To Indecision 

 Do You Check Out When Being Challenged? 

 Does Embarrassment Effect Your Next Thoughts? 

 “How we respond to someone who is being 
disrespectful is more important than the discomfort 
of their treatment.” 

 “Our attitude to a problem is much more important 
than the problem itself.”  



 Recognize it 

 Admit it 

 Learn from it 

 Forget it” 

- Coach Dean Smith 



 Are you attentive to injustice (lack of 
fairness) 

 What are examples where frustration builds 
because it`s no longer a level playing field 

 How do we deal with uncooperative 
partners, mentors, bosses 



 a feeling of excessive pride or satisfaction 
with your own abilities or situation that 
prevents you from trying harder 

 it is envious of persistence 
 Smirking or being smug are characteristics – 

have you ever heard smug used in a positive 
way 

 Antidote is to question all assumptions & act 
on all doubts & convictions 

 
 





 being observant is a practical skill   

 feet stay on the ground and focus on the present 
instead of wondering why or when something 
might happen 

 turn your focus outward, slow down, and pay more 
attention to the details 

 pay attention – watch, listen, get feedback 

 study people and their needs become apparent 

 

 

 



 do you see the needs of others and reach out in 
compassion and understanding 

 it’s about seeing a need and fulfilling it without any 
strings attached or your desire to be recognized for your 
good deeds 

 it’s about making yourself uncomfortable so that 
someone else could be comfortable  

 it’s about touching the lives of those around you with a 
gentle kindness that will be remembered for years to 
come 







 Definition of ‘Safe’: “cautious, 
unenterprising” 

  



A group of referees are talking shop while walking on 
a road that leads them out of Albuquerque. Eventually 

they find themselves at a crossroads 100 km out of 
town. There stands a coach (young official) looking 

confused. They ask what`s wrong. 



 Bottom line, we don’t need you to fit in 

& follow the system. Today is the tip of 

the iceberg, small representation of the 

system. 

 It’s full & it’s exhaustive… 

 What we need is for you to break out & 

SHOW us how to do it. 

 Not talk. OWN it! 




